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Discovering Chornogora:
A Sentimental Journey

(Plates 77, 78)

Anyone who lived in L'vov and the area north of the Ukrainian Car
pathians before the Second World War will remember with emotion the
beauty of the region: the windswept mountain meadows (poloniny) with
their waving grasses; the view from Goverla, Chornogora's highest moun
tain; the creak of snow under their s*is when descending from Goverla's
summit (2061m). There are not many people left now who can still
remember that golden landscape of their youth.

Chornogora is part of the Eastern Beskidy in the Eastern Carpathians.
The mountains of the Chornogora range are not exceptionally extensive
or high, but to understand their unique appeal it is necessary to know
something of their historical background. The Tatra Association, the first
Polish tourist group, was founded in the 19th century far away from
Chornogora, but some of its first sections were organised in Kolomyia and
Stanislawow at the feet of the Eastern Beskidy. For many years both the
Tatras and the Chornogora were a magnet for hikers and skiers. But in
1945 the region of the Eastern Beskidy became part of the Soviet Union
and was closed to visitors from abroad. Only rarely was this region
visited, always illegally, during the following decades and it was not until
1980 that the first semi-official expedition was organised by students
from Warsaw.

Since 1989, however, it has been possible to travel freely to the area, the
arrangements being organised by newly created Ukrainian travel agents.
But although it is invariably the Polish participants who have the best
maps, guidebooks and general knowledge of the area, it is still necessary
to use the services of a local 'liaison officer'. So it was that the Eastern
Beskidy were opened again to visitors and the legend of Chornogora was
sufficient reason to explore the region. In particular, it was Goverla, the
range's highest peak, which tempted and lured me there in the hot, dry
summer of 1992.

The trip started badly with an extremely tiring train journey from
Przemysl to Kolomyia via the Polish-Ukrainian frontier. Past Soviet habits
still ruled on the Ukrainian railway, so that the windows remained her
metically sealed in spite of the hot weather. The only air that was allowed
to enter the carriages was through jagged holes of broken glass in the doors.
Muddles and misunderstandings over seats and tickets still had to be
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AllOve left
76. The village of Mud, Pin valley, NE of the Pin-Parvati Pass.

(Hnrish Knpndin) (p71)

Left
77. Eastern Carpathians: the meadows above Zembronya.

(J W Gnjewski) (pl.J.t)

Al,ope
78. The Chornogora range: on Mt Smotrec, 1896m.

(J WGnjewski) (p·144)
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accepted as the norm, together with moments of trouble and suspense
when policemen checked our documents. But at last we reached Kolomyia
and much-needed rest and refreshment at the station hotel.

Kolomyia, a town of about 60,000 inhabitants, is on the trail from L'vov
to Romania; it is the main entrance point to the Chornogora from the
north. There are two lines of approach: one along the Prut valley via
Delatyn, Yaremcha and Vorohta, and the other along the Cheremosh
valley through Kosov and Verhovina (previously Polish Zhabye). Here
live the Guculs, Ruthenian highlanders, who fascinate visitors with their
colourful costumes, music, ceramics, wood-carvings, and ancient customs.
The results of their creativity can be seen in the interesting museum of
Kolomyia or, in a less formal setting, at places like the market at Yaremcha,
near the Prut waterfalls.

The kolomyika round dance is still performed to characteristic Guculs
music and both dance and music have strong associations with the
mountains. In the words of the popular song:

.
Where the roar of Prut and Cheremosh
Plays to the Guculs,
There the sound of joyful kolomyika
Accompanies the dance.

No Gucul can lead a happy life
Away from poloniny;
If fate should take him to the plain,
He will die of grief.

We were now approaching the mountains. The overcrowded coach car
ried us a few dozen kilometres up the Cheremosh valley. The road along
the river passed cottages and several rebuilt Orthodox churches. It had
probably not been reconstructed since the war. We admired the driver's
tirelessness and the coach's durability after nearly four hours of bumpy
travel. From time to time the bus would stop near a farm so that we could
enjoy a much-needed drink from a well and the coach's engines could be
topped up. As the sun set in a blaze of colour, we left the bus in the
Cheremosh valley and, in grey darkness, arrived at a hut in a meadow
above the village of Zembronya.

We awoke next morning to the sound of sheep and cowbells, and our
first daybreak in the Chornogora revealed a view of misty hills receding
into the distance. In the days that followed we enjoyed the hospitality of
local herdsmen, who gladly shared with us their milk and cheese and
even palinka, Hungarian vodka, probably home-made in these mountains.
But we had come prepared to be self-sufficient, as there was no opportu
nity, in this remote spot, to replenish our food supplies.

We had indeed entered a country where life was lived as in another age.
Here, at the foot of Mt Pyetros, smiling raven-haired girls sang as they
milked the cows, and herds of small, robust Gucul horses roamed free
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over the hills. Only the sight of an occasional tractor or truck brought us
back to the reality of the present.

During that week we walked along the main range of Chornogora,
from Mt Smotrec (l896m) westwards to Mt Pyetros (2020m), over a
number of well-known summits: Pop Ivan (2022m), Brebyenyeskul
(2037m), Turkul (l932m), Dancezh (l850m), Pozhyzhevska (l822m),
Breskul (l91lm) and, of course, Goverla, the highest at 2061m. Below the
rounded silhouettes of the main summits, covered with poloniny, were the
steep cirques of Gadzhina, Breskul and Zaroslak; while lateral rocky
ridges rose to the distinctive tops of Shpyci and Kozly. At the foot of
Turkul there was a small lake, known as Strange Lake. Delighted by the
fine weather and beautiful surroundings, we bivouacked here and made
a fire with branches of the dwarf mountain pine, and relished our free
dom and carefree companionship.

From time to time we found relicts from the past: rusty barbed wire
running along many of the hills, just below the ridge which once marked
the main defensive line of the Austrian and Hungarian armies during
the First World War. Few people realise today that the region of Eastern
Beskidy was vitally important to Hungary in the years 1914-18. If the
Russian armies had succeeded in crossing this mountain barrier, all the
plains of Hungary might have been overrun by the invaders. The defend
ers retained this line, but at a high cost; the Great War took its relentless
toll here as well as in the Dolomites, East Prussia and the fields of Flan
ders. Here too we found the remains of some of the old Polish/Slovak
border posts (with numbers and the letters P and S) along the main ridge
of Chornogora. These posts are useful guides for hikers, especially as
they are noted on the old maps.

What is it about this region which attracted our forebears and yet still
retains the power to fascinate today's visitors? Perhaps it is the open
aspect of the landscape, backed by the hills and mountains of the
Carpathians stretching away into distant Romania. Perhaps it is the
unspoilt isolation of this wilderness area where foresters' lodges are
hidden deep in the valleys and where even shepherd's huts are rare.
Whatever its appeal, this beautiful, unspoilt mountain region of the
Chornogora, together with the other ranges of Eastern Beskidy, offers
new possibilities of nostalgic travel into a landscape of the past.
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